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GCWA
Well, it appears as though 
spring has finally arrived after 
what seemed like an unusually 
long winter. The maple sap 
has been boiled down into 
tasty maple treats and the birds 
have been slowly returning. 
Another sure sign of spring is 
our annual Woodlot 
Conference which again was 
well attended and very 
informative.
I have taken over from Hans 
Hess as the President of our 
Association and would 
welcome comments, ideas or 
constructive criticism from 
any of our members as to how 
we can better serve you. 
Thank you to Hans for his 
dedication to the Association.
I’m sure that most of you are 
aware that our membership 
has been slowly decreasing 
over the past few years. We 
would like to see those 
numbers increase again, 
especially since it seems like 
there is a lack of 
understanding of good forest 
management practices with the 

general public. Those of you 
who have belonged to the 
association have had various 
workshops, seminars and field 
exercises designed to provide 
you with knowledge and 
examples of both, good and 
bad forestry. With the 
numerous pressures on our 
forests at this point in time, the 
more knowledge we can 
provide, the better off our 
forest ecosystems will be. I 
therefore encourage all of our 
members to talk to other non 
member woodlot owners about 
joining our Association or at 
least come out to some of our 
workshops to learn more about 
stewardship of our forests 
because, although we may be 
the owners of our woodlots, 
everyone benefits from healthy 
forests. Word of mouth is the 
best advertising.
I also just want to give 
everyone a heads up. As an 
Association, we have had 
several major changes in the 
past few years, both joining 
and then leaving the Ontario 
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 Dear Reader,

 In an effort to “spruce up” our Newsletter,   
 we’re trying a new format with the addition of   
 graphics and colours.  We'll also provide
 relevant and interesting links to web based 
 information directly from the electronic version.  
 With the computer software available today the
 possibilities are almost limitless... and it’s kind 
 of fun to explore those possibilities.  However,
 we have to restrain ourselves somewhat.  We
 need to have a number of hardcopies printed for
 distribution by mail and not all the details and
 colour variations, available electronically,
 reproduce well in print.

 Hope you enjoy the first edition.    

 Hans Hess 

   For comments and suggestions...

contact us at:
  gcwaweb@bmts.com 

 For a fascinating article about effects of  earthworms in the forest go to:

http://www.ottawacitizen.com/health/Invaders+from+south+reshape+forests/6285638/story.html

Forestry 101 with Dr. Patrick Moore go to:
http://workingforest.com/video-week-patrick-moore-interview/?utm_source=Thursday%2C+April

+4%2C+2013&utm_campaign=Thursday%2C+April+4%2C+2013&utm_medium=email

For a Healthy Dose of  Green:  A prescription for a healthy population
go to:

www.treesontario.ca/files/Healthy_Dose_of_Green_Publication.pdf

Woodlot Association. This year may have more 
changes as well. As a result of declining 
memberships in both Grey and Bruce County 
Woodlot Associations we are looking at the 
possibility of amalgamating the two 
organizations. If this goes forward it will likely 
happen later in the year or early next year. 
Please do not hesitate to voice your opinions to 
the Board.

Now that spring has finally arrived, it’s time for 
me to start tree planting and growing the forests 
of the future. For those of you thinking about 
planting trees, stop thinking and just do it.

Take care and play safe in your woodlot.

Lee Thurston
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ALEX HUTCHINSON
Special to The Globe and Mail 
Published Sunday, May. 27 
2012, 4:00 PM EDT

In Japan, they call it shinrin-
yoku – literally, “forest 
bathing.” Here, we might just 
call it a walk in the park. 
Either way, people around the 
world have an intuitive sense 
of the restorative power of 
natural environments. The 
question is: Why?
Scientists have advanced a 
wide range of theories about 
the specific physical and 
mental benefits nature can 
provide, ranging from clean air 
and lack of noise pollution to 
the apparent immune-boosting 
effects of a fine mist of “wood 
essential oils.” But the most 
powerful benefits, a new study 
suggests, may result from the 
way trees and birds and sunsets 
gently tug – but never grab – at 
our attention.
The study, which will appear 
in a forthcoming issue of the 
Journal of Affective Disorders, 
found that volunteers suffering 
from depression who took a 
50-minute walk in a woodland 
park improved their cognition, 
as measured by the ability to 
remember a random string of 
digits and repeat them in 
reverse order, compared to 
those who took a walk through 
city streets. An earlier study 
found similar results in 
subjects who weren’t 
depressed.

The explanation, according to 
lead author Marc Berman, a 
research fellow at the Rotman 
Research Institute at Baycrest 
in Toronto, lies in the 
distinction between two types 
of attention: “voluntary,” in 
which we consciously focus on 
something; and “involuntary,” 
in which something grabs our 
attention.
The ability to direct voluntary 
attention is crucial in daily life 
(and for cognitive tasks like 
remembering random digits), 
but it’s easily fatigued. Dr. 
Berman and his colleagues 
believe that going for a walk in 
the park gives voluntary 
attention a break, since your 
mind has a chance to wander 
aimlessly and be engaged – 
involuntarily but gently – by 
your surroundings. “In a lot of 
natural areas, you’re away 
from loud noises and 
distractions,” Dr. Berman 
explains. “It tends to be less 
crowded so you don’t have to 
worry about bumping into 
people, and it also has 
interesting stimulation to look 
at, which captures your 
attention automatically.”
In contrast, honking horns and 
traffic lights and crowded 
sidewalks – and pretty much 
every other ingredient of 
modern life in a big city – 
constantly force you to exert 
your voluntary attention to 
react or block them out, 
leaving you more cognitively 
depleted.

All this makes it sound as if 
the benefits of nature are 
mostly in your head. It’s true 
that simply looking out a 
window at nature or, to a 
slightly lesser extent, looking 
at pictures of nature scenes can 
produce some of the same 
effects. But the physical 
environment itself may also 
play a role, Dr. Berman notes.
One obvious candidate is air 
quality: A single exposure to 
polluted air can trigger lung 
and heart problems, and 
chronic exposure has been 
linked to cognitive decline. 
Even downtown parks and 
riverside bike paths are likely 
to have significantly better air 
quality than busy city streets, 
and trees offer an additional 
protective effect. The level of 
vehicle emissions just 200 
metres away from a road is 
already four times lower than it 
is on the sidewalk next to the 
road.
A more unusual suggestion, 
proposed by researchers at 
Japan’s Nippon Medical 
School, is that trees emit a fine 
mist of health-giving “wood 
essential oils.” In a series of 
shinrin-yoku studies, the 
researchers have reported that 
walking for two hours in a 
forest enhances immune 
function (as measured by 
levels of “natural killer cells”), 
reduces levels of stress 
hormones and lowers blood 
pressure, compared to similar 
walks in downtown Tokyo.

Why is walking in the woods so good for you?
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(Before you rush out to buy a 
case of wood essential oils, it’s 
worth noting that this research 
was funded in part by Japan’s 
Forestry and Forest Products 
Research Institute.)
Still, the fact that pictures of 
nature can produce cognitive 
benefits suggests that at least 
part of the effect is mediated 
by what we see. One simple 
hypothesis is colour: Nature 
scenes tend to feature more 
green than urban scenes. A 
more subtle possibility is that 
natural landscapes have more 

fractal patterns – a 
mathematical classification 
that describes the complex 
shapes of phenomena like 
coastlines, mountain ranges 
and broccoli florets – 
compared to the simple 
straight lines that characterize 
man-made environments.
“Maybe looking at these 
fractal patterns captures 
attention automatically, which 
leads to this more restorative 
process,” Dr. Berman says.
Teasing out the key variables 
will take time – and ultimately, 

it seems unlikely that there’s a 
single magical quality or 
essential oil that fully explains 
the call of the semi-wild. For 
now, it’s enough to know that 
the benefits of exposure to 
nature are real and measurable. 
And in an increasingly 
distracting world they are 
important than ever.

 

 The Asian long-horned beetle  
 has not been spotted in 
 Canada since 2007 (courtesy
 Kyle T. Ramirez)

 The Asian long-horned beetle 
 Is no longer a threat in
 Canada, according to the
 government.

"Today marks an important 
milestone in our fight against 
invasive pests," said Pierre 
Lemieux, Parliamentary 
Secretary to the Minister 
ofAgriculture at a news 
briefing on April 5, 2013. 
"Thanks to the hard work and 
dedication of many 
organizations and individuals, 
I’m pleased to announce that 
the Asian Long-horned Beetle 
has been successfully 
eradicated from Canada."

The Asian Long-horned beetle, 
a wood boring insect, is not 
native to Canada and was first 

detected in the cities of 
Vaughan and Toronto in 2003. 

A Ministerial Order was 
subsequently established 
around the southern part of the 
City of Vaughan and the north 
east part of the City of Toronto 
to prevent further spread. As 
part of the eradication effort, 
nearly 30,000 trees were 
removed from the area.

The Asian Long-horned Beetle 
was last detected inside the 
regulated area in December 
2007. It has never been 
detected elsewhere in Canada.

Asian Long-horned Beetle Eradicated from Canada

But...the fight against the Emerald Ash Borer continues.  go to:

Kitchener, ON joins battle against tree-killing beetle

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?e=001-5K6diU3K2N-y3-luUNQ_r36yc2guHdwITOU9FYAbKCOWGJu4CH8jsoWxGZHe5Oa5gVRYl96wrDGpcdwlpW5ibfBbiyMBY-pZ9lWUZLvB7tUD5z_nBheIqDY0OwKbHrst-CM2Rtel5By1yg1wMSS3BEogDE8wy8OSSqhnQjAvyYyN7HKlsxUWgbPfaWaUPpF1QYKh3FfMMe3EXBsM3c0rhTVY7F-m-eg-qEInYYuSRP_RNhD0c_iddTtky5eQDxzkWS2Bq-hdo8b-tYsKxkeAUPGyFu-5m55YYtiBdn7Dat2yxBWMOWuuK6ukP3PBpHqu8vZ4YEi6SMVD7w41vA8bPjzSgsN1m3Y6dbcQ2G4YQ4=
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?e=001-5K6diU3K2N-y3-luUNQ_r36yc2guHdwITOU9FYAbKCOWGJu4CH8jsoWxGZHe5Oa5gVRYl96wrDGpcdwlpW5ibfBbiyMBY-pZ9lWUZLvB7tUD5z_nBheIqDY0OwKbHrst-CM2Rtel5By1yg1wMSS3BEogDE8wy8OSSqhnQjAvyYyN7HKlsxUWgbPfaWaUPpF1QYKh3FfMMe3EXBsM3c0rhTVY7F-m-eg-qEInYYuSRP_RNhD0c_iddTtky5eQDxzkWS2Bq-hdo8b-tYsKxkeAUPGyFu-5m55YYtiBdn7Dat2yxBWMOWuuK6ukP3PBpHqu8vZ4YEi6SMVD7w41vA8bPjzSgsN1m3Y6dbcQ2G4YQ4=
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?e=001-5K6diU3K2N-y3-luUNQ_r36yc2guHdwITOU9FYAbKCOWGJu4CH8jsoWxGZHe5Oa5gVRYl96wrDGpcdwlpW5ibfBbiyMBY-pZ9lWUZLvB7tUD5z_nBheIqDY0OwKbHrst-CM2Rtel5By1yg1wMSS3BEogDE8wy8OSSqhnQjAvyYyN7HKlsxUWgbPfaWaUPpF1QYKh3FfMMe3EXBsM3c0rhTVY7F-m-eg-qEInYYuSRP_RNhD0c_iddTtky5eQDxzkWS2Bq-hdo8b-tYsKxkeAUPGyFu-5m55YYtiBdn7Dat2yxBWMOWuuK6ukP3PBpHqu8vZ4YEi6SMVD7w41vA8bPjzSgsN1m3Y6dbcQ2G4YQ4=
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The forest was burned to ash 
in days when a volcano 
erupted. But just like in 
Pompeii the remains of the 
forest were
preserved in the ash.
 
Ancient trees have been found 
fossilised by ash from a 
volcanic eruption 298 million 
years ago.
The forest was burned to ash in 
days when a volcano erupted. 
But just like in Pompeii the 
remains of the forest were 
preserved in the ash.
The find near Wuda, China, 
has given scientists a unique 
glimpse into how the planet 
looked 300million years ago 
when the climate was similar 
to today.
The plants were preserved as 
they fell, in many cases in the 
exact locations where they 
grew.
“It’s marvelously preserved,” 
said University of 
Pennsylvania paleobotanist 
Hermann Pfefferkorn.
“We can stand there and find a 
branch with the leaves 
attached, and then we find the 
next branch and the next 
branch and the next branch.
And then we find the stump 
from the same tree. That’s 
really exciting.”
The researchers also found 
some smaller trees with leaves, 
branches, trunk and cones 

intact, preserved in their 
entirety.
The study teams were able to 
examine an area of one 
thousand square metres giving 
them a good idea what the 
forest looked like, the journal 
Proceedings of the National 
Academy of Sciences reports.
The scientists were able to date 
the ash layer to approximately 
298million years ago.That falls 
at the beginning of a geologic 
period called the Permian, 
during which Earth’s 
continental plates were still 
moving toward each other to 
form the supercontinent 
Pangea.
North America and Europe 
were fused together, and China 
existed as two smaller 
continents.
All overlapped the equator and 
thus had tropical climates.
In all, researchers identified six 
groups of trees. Tree ferns 
formed a lower canopy while 
much taller trees—Sigillaria 
and Cordaites—soared up to 
80ft above the ground.
The researchers also found 
nearly complete specimens of 
a group of extinct spore-
bearing trees called 
Noeggerathiales.
These relatives of ferns had 
been identified from sites in 
North America and Europe, but 
appeared to be much more 
common in these Asian sites.

“It’s like Pompeii: Pompeii 
gives us deep insight into 
Roman culture, but it doesn’t 
say anything about Roman 
history in and of itself,” said 
Dr Pfefferkorn.
“But on the other hand, it 
elucidates the time before and 
the time after. This finding is 
similar.
"It’s a time capsule and 
therefore it allows us now to 
interpret what happened before 
or after much better.”

298 million-year-old forest found preserved by 
volcanic ash in China

     Visit us at: 

www.gcwa.ca

http://www.gcwa.ca
http://www.gcwa.ca
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Our properties may contain 
bodies of water that vary from 
vernal pools to ponds or 
streams or the land may 
contain or abut a lake. With the 
exception of relatively short-
lived vernal pools; which are, 
nevertheless, important 
because they allow the safe 
development of natal 
amphibian and insect species 
unable to withstand 
competition or predation by 
fish and contain some 
freshwater snails that aestivate, 
other permanent bodies of 
water often contain fresh-water 
molluscs, some native, some 
introduced. Molluscs are easily 
recognized because their 
bodies are enclosed, wholly or 
in part, by a hard calcareous 
shell. It contains calcium 
carbonate so most species are 
found in southern Ontario 
where limestone bedrock 
underlies most bodies of 
freshwater.
They are of two classes of 
molluscs gastropods, (snails 

and limpets) and bivalves, 
(mussels and clams). Snails 
have a muscular foot that 
protrudes from the shell and 
contains its head and a mouth 
with a toothed radula that 
scrapes food from the surface 
being traversed by the animal. 
They are of two kinds, either 
gill or lung breathers; both 
forms can live continually 
submerged unless the water 
contains little dissolved 
oxygen. The former (originally 
descended from sea creatures) 
have an operculum that closes 
to protect their head and foot 
when withdrawn into their 
shell which is generally thick, 
hard, difficult to crack, and 
may be ornamented with 
spines and ridges. Lung 
breathers (derived originally 
from land snails), either extract 
oxygen from the water or, if 
necessary, rise to the surface to 
breathe; their shells are usually 
quite thin and rather smooth. 
Both kinds are found in 
shallow waters and scrape-up 
biofilm (especially algae) on 

the surface of rocks or 
macrophytes; detritus, fresh 
vegetation, carrion, bacteria 
and fine organic material are 
also eaten. Bivalves are either 
mussels or clams with mussels 
attaching themselves to 
surfaces while clams burrow 
into mud or sediments; they all  
eat by filtering food from the 
water using cilia on their gills. 
These creatures have 
interesting sex lives, not 
discussed here, while some 
freshwater mussels have a 
unique life cycle during which 
their larvae must attach to the 
fins or gills of a host species, 
usually fish, before they can 
mature into adults; in this 
many species have developed 
unique strategies to increase 
the chance of their young 
finding a suitable host. Many 
mussels are under threat from 
sedimentation, pollution, 
restriction of the movement of 
fish that carry their larvae and 
the introduced the Eurasian 
zebra mussel.  

An introduction to molluscs that may exist in your 
farm pond
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The shells of freshwater 
molluscs present several 
morphological forms – see 
above.  Those of snails may 
have a pointed, coiled, shape 
or a flattened coiled 
appearance like a ram’s horn. 
Mussels are stereotypically 
bivalve with half shells that are 
rounded or oval. They can vary 
in size. Freshwater limpets are 
usually tiny and may be 
overlooked. They have a 
mantle cavity that is adapted to 
breathe air and functions as a 
lung and in some cases it has 
been adapted to absorb oxygen 
from water.  (Note. Limpet is a 
common name for a number of 
different groups of sea  and 
freshwater snails that have a 
simple, broadly conical shell 
that is not spirally coiled, nor 
coiled in the adult. All true 
limpets are marine, but the 
feature of a simple conical 
shell has arisen independently 
many times in gastropod 
evolution and, as a result, there 
are freshwater and saltwater 
limpets. Thus, the name 
describes extremely diverse 
groups of gastropods that have 
independently evolved a shell 
of the same basic shape, but 
are not at all closely related 
one to one another.) 
I first became interested in 
these molluscs after finding 
drifted shells accumulated 
along the uppermost line of our 
spring-flooded pond or that 
were filtered in aquatic plants 
below its outflow pipe. 
However, I must admit that 
identification of mussels can 
be difficult. F.W. Schueler and 

A Karstad offer a primer about 
the col lect ion and 
identification of molluscs in  
Introduction to the "macro" 
Invertebrates of Southern, 
especially Eastern, Ontario 
which  is available on the net. 
The bible for the identification 
of these creatures is The 
freshwater molluscs of Canada 
by Arthur H Clark published 
by The Canadian Museum of 
Nature (1981).  However, a 
hardcover copy of this 448 
page volume, weighing-in at 
626 g, will cost you about 
$350. 
I will mention two other 
mussels, both native to Europe, 
that have been accidentally 
introduced into Ontario waters. 
They are the zebra mussel 
(average size 2-2.5 cm but 
reaching up to 4 cm long that 
sits flat on its underside, is 
triangular and black or brown 
with white to yellow zigzagged 
patterns, if colour patterns can 
vary) now widespread and the 
quagga  mussel (average size 2 
cm, reaching up to 3 cm long, 
that doesn’t sit flat, has a round 
shape with dark concentric 
rings on its shell and has a pale 
colour near its  hinge.) which 
is currently limited to Lakes 
Ontario, Michigan, Huron and 
Erie; they have also been 
found in the St. Lawrence 
River. Both zebra and quagga 
mussels heavily colonize hard 
and soft surfaces, including, 
docks, boats, breakwalls and 
beaches. These colonies also 
clog intake structures at power 
stations and water treatment 
plants. The animals filter water 

to the point where food sources 
such as plankton are removed, 
altering food webs. This also 
causes clearer water, allowing 
sunlight to penetrate deeper, 
increasing growth of aquatic 
vegetation. They impact fish 
and wildlife by increasing 
toxic algal blooms while large 
colonies affect spawning areas, 
potentially impacting the 
survival of fish eggs. In 
fastening onto the shells of 
native freshwater mussels they 
interfere with their normal 
functions; since the 
introduction of the zebra 
mussel the abundance and 
distribution of native 
freshwater mussels has 
declined markedly. Boaters 
must be careful not to transfer 
these mussels from one water 
body to another and if found 
their presence can be reported.
 
Malcolm Silver

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mantle_%28mollusc%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mantle_%28mollusc%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lung
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lung
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Common_name
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Common_name
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sea_snail
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sea_snail
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Freshwater_snail
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Freshwater_snail
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gastropod_shell
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gastropod_shell
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Upcoming Events:

 

           Board of Directors:

 	   President:  		 	 Lee Thurston,  	 	 ldthurston@gmail.com

  	   Vice President:    	 	 Carl Sadler,  	 	  	 c.sadler@greysauble.on.ca

  	   Treasurer: 		 	 Larry Cluchey,  	  	 lcluchey@wightman.ca

  	   Secretary: 	 	 	 Malcolm Silver, 	  	 silverm@rogers.com

  	   Membership: 	 	 Anne Lennox,  	  	 a.lennox@greysauble.on.ca

 	   Website: 	 	 	 Jim Penner, 	 	  	 j.penner@SVCA.ON.CA

  	   Newsletter: 	 	 David Port,  	 	  	 davidport@bmts.com

  	   Newsletter: 	 	 Hans Hess,  	 	  	 hhess57@gmail.com

  	   Events:	 	 	 Chris Vander Hout, 	  	 chris@evolvebuilders.ca

SAWMILL TOUR, at Keeso Lumber, Listowel.
Rescheduled, date and time TBD.

TRAIL DEVELOPMENT WORKSHOP, early summer.

   EDIBLE FOREST PLANTS TOUR, date and time TBD.

ANNUAL BBQ, Stihl chainsaw demo and equipment orientation.  
Saturday, September 14 

These events are provisional at time of publication
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